Let R be a binary relation on a set X, and let S(R) = -e X*x|xRy}. We define equivalence relations R^ and R, on S(R) by (x., ,x 2 )R i (y 1 ,y 2 ) if and only if x ± = (for i=1,2). We show that if R is a partial order then (X,R) is uniquely determined up to isomorphism or dual isomorphism by the derived equivalence system (S(R)
Introduction
An equivalence system (X,E) is a pair consisting of a set X and a set E of equivalence relations on X. Let R be a binary relation on a set X, and let S (H) = {(x,y) eX 2 |xRy}. We define relatione R 1t R g on S(R) by (* 1 ,x 2 )R i (y 1 J if and onl 7 if x i = for i =1,2. Clearly K 1 and R 2 are equivalence relations on S(R). Note that the meet of R^ and K 2 in the lattice of equivalence relations on S(R) is the equality relation on S(R). We say that S(R),{R 1 ,R 2 }) is the equivalence system derived from (X,R). Let X,X' be sets and T,T' sets of binary relations on X,X' respectively. We say that the relational systems (X,T) and (x',T') are isomorphic if and only if there exist bisections <t>:X x' and ipsT T' such cide whether an equivalence system isomorphic that for all x,y e X and t e T we have xty if and only if (x*)(tni)(y<t>). Let X be a set and T a Set of binary relations on X, and let $ be a permutation of X. We call $ an automorphism of (X,T) if for all x,y e X and t e T we have xty if and only if (x«)t(y<t>). It is easy to see that the set Aut(X,T) of all automorphisms of (X,T) forms a group.
Note that if R is the inverse relation of R then (SiRj.fR^Rg}) is isomorphic to (S(R) ,R2}); where <t>: S(R) -• S(R) and \|> : {r^ ,Rg} "•{fi-,»^/' are 6 lven b 7 (x,y) 4> = (y,x) for all (x,y) e S(R), R1 v = Rg and R2h> = R.,.
1. Partial orders and automorphisms Let (Z,{e.j,e2}) be an equivalence system. We say that zeZ has property (*) if the following holds: (*) whenever z',z"e Z are such that ze^z' and ze2z" then there exists ze Z such that ze^" and ze2z'.
Note that property (*) is preserved by isomorphism. We now consider property (*) in equivalence systems derived from partial orders. Lemma 1.1. Let (X,P) be a partially ordered set, let (S(P),{P1,P2}) be the derived equivalence system, and let zeS(P). Then z has property (*) if and only if there exists xeX such that z = (x,x).
Proof. First suppose that there exists x e X such that z = (x,x). Let %' = (x',y') and z" » (x",y"). As zP^' and zP2z" it follows that x' = x and y" = x. Therefore we have x"Px and xPy', hence by transitivity x"Py', and therefore z := (x",y') e S(P). Now we clearly have zP^" and zP2z', thus z has property (»).
Conversely, suppose that z has property (*). Let x,y e X such that z = (x,y). Define z' = (x,x) and z" = (y,y). Thus we have zP^z' and zP2z". Hence there exists z = (x,y)eS(P) such that zP^z" and zP2z'. It follows that x = y and y -x, therefore yPx. As xPy also holds, we get x = y, which proves the lemma. * If (X,P) is a partially ordered set then the inverse relation P defined by xPy if and only if yPx is also a partial order, and (X,P) is called the dual of (X,P). Theorem 1.2. Let (X,P) and (X'.P'j be partially ordered sets, and suppose that (S(P),{p 1 ,P 2 }) and (S(P'),{p^,P 2 }) are isomorphic. Then (X,P) is isomorphic to (X',P') or to its dual.
Proof.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the isomorphism is given by <p: S(P) -» S(P'), and that P i H> = P^ for i = 1,2. If x e X, then we have z := (x,x) e S(P). By Lemma 1.1, the element z has property (*). By the isomorphism, it follows that z<p also< has property (*), and hence there exists a unique x e X' such that z<f = (x,x). We thus can define a mapping ft: X ~»X' by xff = x where x is the unique element of X' bach that (x,x)<p = (x,x). In the same way it follows that ft is bijective.
Now let x,y e X such that xPy and x ^ y. If we set z = (x,y) then z is the unique element of S(P) such that zP.j(x,x) and zP 2 (y,y). Then z<? is the unique element of S(P') such that (z<p)P^ ((x,x)cp) and (z<p)P' 2 ( (y ,y)q>). As (x,x)<p= (xjf.xa") and (y,y)<f> = {yff,ytf), we thus have (xjr.ya*) = zyeSfp'), hence {xft)?' iyft) i and ft is order-preserving. Similarly we also get that the inverse of ftis order-preserving, and henoe ft is an isomorphism.
• In essentially the same way it follows that the following holds. Theorem 1.3. Let (X,P) be a partially ordered set. Then Aut(S(P),{p 1 ,P 2 }) is isomorphic to the group Aut(X,P) of order-automorphisms of (X,P).
In [l] the author has shown that for every group G there exists an equivalence system (X,E), that is, a set X and a set E of equivalence relations on X, such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, 3) , and that we can take X and B auoh that |X| «= 2|G| + 1 and |E| = |G| + 1. It is natural to ask the question if the size of K can be made smaller. Using Theorem 1*3 we can show that this can be done (then, however, the. size of X will usually become larger).
Theorem
1.4* Let G be a group. Then there exists a set T and two equivalence relations e^ and eg on 7 whose intersection is the identity and whose join is the trivial eguivalenoe relation on T such that G is isomorphic to Aut(T,{e 1( e 2 })* If G is finite then 7 can be taken to be finite, and if G is infinite then 7 can be taken to be of the same cardinality as G.
Proof* First of all note that a partially ordered set (X,P) is connected if and only if the join of P 1 and P 2 in the lattioe of equivalence relations on S(P) is equal to the trivial equivalence relation on S(P). Next it is well known that for every group G there exists a connected partially ordered set (X,P) such that G £ Aut(X,P), where X is finite if G is finite and where |x| = |G| if G is infinite (see, for example«, [2] or [3] )» The rest now follows from Theorem 1.3. • 2. Reoognizing partial orders and equivalence relations Ve now give neoessary and sufficient conditions for an equivalence system (Z,{e.|,e 2 }) to be isomorphic to the derived system of a partial order or of an equivalence relation. Theorem 2.1. Let (Z,{e.j,e 2 }) be an equivalence system. The following are equivalent.
(1) There exists a partially ordered set (X,P) such that e v e 2 }) is isomorphic to (S(P) ,{p 1 ,P 2 }) • (2) The meet of e 1 and e 2 is the equality relation and the following properties hold. (o). By Lemma 1.1, all elements (x,x)e S(P) have property (*), and thus we have (a). Let (x., ,x 2 ), (y.j ,y 2 ) e S(P), and sappose there exists (z-.,,z 2 ) e S(P> with property (*) such that (z 1 ,z 2 )P 2 (x 1 ,x 2 ) and (a^ZgJP^y^yg). Then we have z 2 -%2 and Zy • J 1f and Lemma 1.1 gives z 1 = z 2 , and thus x 2 '» 'y-j. Now we,have and tr a nsi ' tivi *y therefore x.jPy 2 and (x 1t y 2 ) e S(P). As (x 1 ,y 2 )P 1 (x 1 ,x 2 ) and (x 1 ,y 2 )P 2 (y 1 ,y 2 ), we have (b). Let (x 1 ,x 2 ),(y 1 ,y 2 )e S(P) suoh that there exist (z 1 ,z 2 ),(z^,z 2 ) eS(P) with property (*), such that {x 1 ,x 2 )P 1 (z 1 ,z 2 ) f (x 1t x 2 )P 2 (z^,z£), (y 1 ,y 2 )P 1 (z' 1 ,z 2 ) and (y-l »y 2 ,p 2 (z 1 ,z 2 } * Then *1 = z 1' x 2 = z 2' 7 1 = Z 1 and 7 2 = z 2* By Leoima 1.1, also z 1 = z 2 and z^ = z 2 . Thus x 1 = y 2 and x 2 = y.,. But then x^Px 2 and x g Px 1 , henoe by antisymmetry, we have x 1 = x 2 = y 1 = y 2 , and thus (x^xg) = (y 1f y 2 ).
Conversely, let (Z,{e.j,e 2 ]) be an equivalence system whion satisfies (2) . We define X -{ze Z | z has property («)}. We define a relation P on X by xPy if and only if there exists ze Z with ze^x and ze 2 y. We first show that P is a partial order on X.
If x eX, then clearly xe^x and xe 2 x, and thus xPx, hence P is reflexive. Let x,y,z eX'such that xPy and yPz. Then there exist v,weZ such that ve^x, ve 2 y, we^, we 2 z. By (b), there exists y'e Z with y'e^v and y'e 2 w. By transitivity of e 1 and e 2 , we get y'e 1 x and y'e 2 z, and therefore xPz. Henoe P is transitive. Let x,ye X such that xPy and yPx. Then there exist z,z e Z such that xe^z, ye 2 z, ye^z, xe 2 z. By (c), we have z = z. By transitivity of e^, e 2 , we get xe^ and xe 2 y. As the meet of e^ and e 2 is the equality relation, we have x = j, and thus P is antisymmetric.
It remains to prove that if we take this partially ordered set (X,P) then (S(P),{P 1 ,P 2 }) is isomorphic to (Z,{e 1t e 2 }j. We define P^ = e i for i = 1,2. Note that if (x,y) e S(P), then there exists a unique ze Z such that ze^x and ze 2 y (otherwise we would get a contradiction to the fact that the intersection of e 1 and e 2 is the equality). Denote this element by (x,y)y. Clearly the mapping^: S(P) -Z is infective. Xgivlej^f(y1 ,y2) «p) for 1 « 1,2. For the converse, first note that whenever x,y c Z have property (*) and xe^y or xegy then from (a) it follows that x .» y. Now let z1t s 2 E Z * 1,0 * z i» z 'i e * be suctl that z i e i a i and for 1 " 1 ' 2, No ' te z i = How if z^e^z2 then we have s'^e^z^« and henoe z^ = z'2, and thus (z^ ,z'1')F1 (z2,z2), and the same holds for e2 and P2. Therefore it follows that (S(P),{P1,P2}) is isomorphic to (Z,{e1,e2}).
• Theorem 2.2. Let {Z,{e^,e2}) be an equivalence system. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) There exists a set X and an equivalence relation f on X such that (Z,{e.,,e2}) is isomorphic to (S(f),{f1 ,f2}).
(2) The meet of e^ and e2 is the equality relation, every element zeZ has property (*), and if zeZ, then the classes of e^ and e2 containing z have the same cardinality, ( 3) The meet of e1 and e2 is the equality relation, every element zeZ has property («), and if
x is an equivalence class of e.j, then there exists an element zex such that the equivalence class of e2 containing z has the same cardinality as x.
Proof. First of all we show that (1) implies (2). We prove that every z e S(f) has property (*). Let z,z',z"e S(f) such that zf.jz' and zf2z", and let a,a' ,a",b,b' ,b"e X suoh that z = (a,b), z' = (a',b'), z" = (a",b"). We then have afb, a'fb', a"fb", and furthermore a = a' and b' = b". Let z = (a",b'). By transitivity of f, we get a"fb', and henoe zeS(f), and we have zf^z" and zfgz', Therefore z has property (*). If zeS(f), z = (a,b) with a,b e X, then clearly the classes of f.| and f2 containing z both have the same cardinality aB the class of f containing a, and henoe (2) holds. The faot that (2) implies (3) is trivial, and therefore it remains to prove that (3) implies (1).
Assume (3) . Let g be the join of e^ and e2 in the lattioe of equivalence relations on Z. Let C(g} and C(e1) be the set of equivalence classes of g and e^ respectively, and for c e C(g), let A(o) -{o'e Cie^lo's o}. By the axiom of choioe, and as all the sets A(o) are disjoint, there exists a subset of C(e.j) suoh that |Z1 nA(o)| -1 for all o £ C(g). For each xel^, there exists an element jt^e x and a bisection 4>z between x, and the class of e2, containing tx suoh that tz<t>z » tz. As tz has the property (*), for eaoh y e x there exists an element d(y) e Z such that d(y)e2y and d(y) e.,(y<l>z). Note that given tz and <t>z, the element d(y) is unique as the intersection of e^ and e2 is the equality. Let X = {d(y)|yex for some xelj, Ve define a relation f on X by d(y)fd(y') if and only if there exists x e Z^ such that {y»7'} ^ Clearly f is reflexive and symmetric. Suppose d(y)fd(y') and d(y')fd(y"). Then there exist x.x'e Z., such that {y,y'} ex and {y',y"}cx'. As x,x' are equivalence classes of e^, it follows that x • x', and henoe d(y)fd(y"). Thus f is an equivalence reflation.
Next we note that as every element of Z has property (*), whenever z,z' are elements of Z then z and z' are in the same class of g if and only if there exists z"c Z such that ze^z" and z"e2z' (and also zeZ such that ze2z and ze^z' ). Now if zc Z, then there exists a unique olass o of g whioh contains z. Then there exists a unique x£ X1 contained in c. It then follows that there exist unique y.j,y2£Z.j such that y2e2z and (y. , whioh is equivalent to y1 « y^, and then also to y-j^ • ^i^x and ze-jz'. Similarly the corresponding result for e2 and fg follows, and we have (1) .a
